
LENS MENU

SINGLE VISION
CLASSIC

CR-39

1.67 

ADVANCED
TRIVEX

1.67

1.74

Offers up to a 35% wider field of vision

Design compensates for abberations to offer clearer vision throughout the lens

Standard single vision lens suitable for part-time to regular use in CR-39, 
Hi-Index 1.67, and Hi-Index 1.74

PROGRESSIVE
CLASSIC HD

CR-39 

1.67       

ADVANCED HD

1.74         

TRIVEX   

1.67         

1.74         

20% increase in vision clarity and eliminated peripheral distortions 
over traditional progressives

Backside correction design increases the field of vision by 30% at 
any viewing distance

User power optimization as eyes move through the lens

Field of vision 50% wider than traditional progressives

Personalized for each prescription, face, and frame

Includes basic AR coating to reduce glare and prevent eye strain

Includes Digital AR coating for enhanced scratch resistance, reduction 
of glare, ease of cleaning, and aesthetics

Includes basic AR coating to reduce glare and prevent eye strain

Includes Digital AR coating for enhanced scratch resistance, reduction 
of glare, ease of cleaning, and aesthetics

$150

$300

$300

$400

$500

$300

$400

$500

$450

$550

$650

ADVANCED ACTIVE
TRIVEX

1.67 
Customized for active sun-wear, Wrap HD lens technology 
produces a wider field of vision in wrapped frames and eliminates 
peripheral distortion

$350

$450

Includes Digital Backside AR coating to eliminate glare and reflection from 
sunlight entering from above or behind the frame

EYE EXAMS
EYEGLASS

EYEGLASS & CONTACTS

$99

$174

1 year scratch warranty

2 year scratch warranty

2 year scratch warranty

1 year scratch warranty

2 year scratch warranty

Complimentary with the purchase of any frame & lens set
RED EYE $45

1.74 $400

COATINGS & ADD ONS
TRANSITIONS

POLARIZED

SUN/FASHION TINT

BLUE CLEAR 

$100

$100

$20

$100MIRRORS

$100

LENS REPLACEMENTS
STOCK UV*

STOCK MIRROR*

STOCK POLAR*

CUSTOM UV

CUSTOM MIRROR

$45

$60

$100

$170

$250

*Stock lens replacement colors are subject to 
change due to availability


